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Action on  
Performance Management begins 

Guidance for Members and Branches 
 

PCS has launched action in a number of groups over the imposition of Performance 
Management systems.  The Revenue & Customs group is amongst those taking action 
against arrangements that have been designed to identify a minimum of 10% of staff as 
“poor performers”.  
 

We are calling on members across the group to back this action. We want to signal to 
the employer that we are not willing to put up with an unwanted and unworkable system 
which is designed to identify an arbitrary number of colleagues as “failing”. Although 
directorates across HMRC are at slightly different stages in implementing the new 
performance management arrangements, all are expected to make a start during April. 
 

The first stage of the action in HMRC will be for members to present a letter to their 
managers formally objecting to the new system, (see Annex 1 below).  It is important 
that all members do this as it will provide a platform for taking further action as the 
campaign develops.  It will also demonstrate the strength of opinion across the 
department and force the employer to pay attention to our campaign. 
 

Branches are asked to ensure that all members are issued with a copy of this briefing 
and the model letter which is to be presented to line managers.  Branches are asked to 
encourage members to use the letter and provide feedback on progress to PCS HQ via 
R&Ccampaigns@pcs.org.uk  
 

Branches will be issued with further advice on taking the campaign forward - in 
common with other groups involved in the action to oppose imposed performance 
management systems. The initial advice for members and a model grievance letter can 
be found at Annex 2. It asks members to engage with the performance management 
process but rigorously challenge the system at all stages. It is important for members to 
follow this advice as it will directly put pressure on the employer.  
 

If we take action together, we can force the employer back to the negotiating table.  
Make sure that you play your part and encourage everyone to participate. 
 
Paul Barnsley       Clive Bryant 
National Officer       Assistant Secretary 
 

http://www.pcs.org.uk/en/revenue_and_customs_group/index.cfm
mailto:R&Ccampaigns@pcs.org.uk
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Annex 1: Letter formally objecting to the new system 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dear [Manager],                                                                                   Date 
 
Formal Objection to the [employer] Performance Management System 
 
I am writing to register my formal objection & disagreement with the new Performance 
Management system that has been imposed on staff working in HMRC. 
 
You will be aware that the PCS (Public & Commercial Services union) has raised 
objections to the system & is opposing its imposition. 
 
The principal reasons for objecting to the system are: 
 

 The use of an arbitrary quota to mark 10% of staff as poor performers 

 The use of a system of “guided distribution” to rate staff performance 

I note that HMRC has not been able to provide any assurance that the negative impact 
previous performance management systems have had on disabled workers, part-time 
staff, Black & Minority Ethnic Workers & other protected groups will not be replicated or 
exacerbated by the new system. 
 
I will therefore be undertaking any activities associated with the introduction of the new 
system under protest. 
 
I will not be agreeing any performance objectives & I will not agree a Performance 
Report. 
 
I would be grateful if you could formally acknowledge this letter & make your manager 
aware of my objection & disagreement to the Performance Management system. 
 
Regards 
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Annex 2: PCS Performance Management guidance 2013/2014 
 
Guidance for Members 
 
Our key messages to members on Performance Management are: 
 

 Do not agree the initial objectives. This would mean managers would have 
to impose them and then appeals could be made at a much earlier stage 

 When the appeal process begins, collate examples of good performance 
and self-assess.  

 You should ensure that your objectives are sound and achievable 

 You should ensure that overall performance assessment is accurate and 

based on sound evidence 

 Be clear about any shortfall or training need 

 All staff should request their ranking tranches, reasons for this and 

evidence in writing 

 
PCS advice is based upon the need to secure achievable and realistic targets at the 
onset of the reporting year; to ensure that performance is adequately assessed and 
managed throughout the reporting year; and that assessment at the end of the 
reporting year reflects the actual performance achieved. In practice this means 
supporting staff who will find themselves marked as “must improve” despite their actual 
performance during the year.  
 
To this end there are several key benchmarks that members need to be aware of:  
 

i. The objective-setting meeting at the start of the reporting year; 

ii. The mid-year appraisal and review; 

iii. The end of year report and moderation assessment. 

 
In addition to the above there will be numerous regular, informal performance meetings 
throughout the year as specified by the new policy. The following guidance is designed 
to be used throughout this process. We encourage members to take full advantage 
of the opportunities these meetings offer to ensure that every aspect of 
performance is discussed in full – as detailed below. 
 
At the objective-setting meeting: 
 

 Prior to the objective-setting meeting at the start of the reporting year ensure you 

have notes on the specifics of your role and the work required at your grade 

and resist the temptation to consider any additional work you did in the previous 

reporting year as a standard part of your role. 

 Be prepared to do an initial draft of your own objectives based upon the basic 

elements of your role from the previous year. This should form the basis of 

discussion with your manager about your objectives and should be forwarded to 

your manager before the meeting. 

 At the meeting make sure that the discussion stays relevant to the parts of your 
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role that you have identified in your draft objectives and resist any pressure to 

have additional objectives or set numerical targets placed into your objectives. 

Try to ensure that the objectives are as specific as possible and are, in your 

opinion, fair and achievable.  

 Be prepared to make a full note of your discussion with your manager and note 

any areas of disagreement. After the meeting be prepared to e-mail your 

manager with a summary of the discussion and the areas of agreement or 

disagreement.  

 If you do not feel that the objectives you’re given are fair or that they include 

numerical targets or work above your grade, then do not feel pressured to 

agree to them or sign the objectives. 

 if you have any queries in relation to your objectives or to the approach of your 

line management during this process then please bring it to the attention of your 

local PCS rep.  

 If you cannot agree an acceptable PMR then this should be pursued through the 

grievance procedure.  

 
Before the mid-year review: 
 

 Several informal meetings will take place during the year to discuss your 

performance. Your line manager will be under pressure to identify any sudden 

dip in performance during the reporting year. It is, therefore, important that you 

are always mindful of your performance as set against your objectives and of 

any issues which may be affecting your work. You need to ensure that these 

are raised with your manager at the earliest opportunity during these informal 

meetings if you are challenged about your performance.  

 If you undertake any work which is above your objectives or shows you to be 

fully effective at your objectives, make sure you fully record these instances and 

make sure that management are aware of them at every informal performance 

meeting.  

 Be sure to discuss with your manager your level of performance, and to confirm 

your current level of performance which should, in most cases, be fully 

satisfactory.  

 Although these meetings are informal they are a vital part of the new policy and 

the risk is always present that a dip in performance could result in poor 

performance action being taken against you. For that reason we suggest that 

you take notes of any meetings you have with your manager and to circulate a 

note of the meeting to your manager after the meeting with any areas of 

disagreement.  

 If you have any indication that you are being treated as a poor performer, or you 

do not feel your performance has been rated fairly, then please raise this with 

your PCS rep as soon as possible.  
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The mid-year review: 
 

 Based upon the above informal meetings you should go into the mid-year review 

armed with all the examples throughout the reporting year of where you have 

met or exceeded your objectives.  

 You will try to obtain from your manager confirmation of your level of 

performance which should be, in most cases, to have achieved or to have 

exceeded your objectives. If there are any issues which may have affected your 

performance then you need to ensure that your manager is aware of them and, if 

appropriate, is helping you to resolve them. For example, any issues in relation 

to changes in job role, failure to put in place reasonable adjustments, or any 

personal dispute with managers or other staff should be highlighted as factors 

which impinge upon your performance and which your manager needs to deal 

with.  

 In the event that your PMR is still under dispute and has not been agreed by the 

time of your mid-year review a conversation will take place regardless, about 

your performance in your role. Be prepared to remind your manager in the event 

of any disagreement in this regard that you have not agreed your objectives.  

 
At the End of Year assessment meeting: 
 

 You should, at the time of your final end of year assessment, be broadly aware 

of your anticipated marking for the year. Nothing that is said at the end of year 

meeting should be a surprise. If you regard your performance as being 

satisfactory against your objectives throughout the reporting year and you have 

provided evidence to support that then you should expect to receive an 

appropriately positive marking and assessment.  

 You should expect a marking based upon your actual performance against your 

objectives. If you are given an indicative marking which you disagree with, then 

you should demand a written statement from your manager to explain the 

reasons for this decision.  

 Under no circumstances should you accept an assessment which you do not 

agree with. Once you have received the written assessment from your manager 

then you should challenge it through the grievance procedure and consult your 

PCS rep immediately.  

 You should appeal the assessment to the countersigning manager and explain 

the reasons why you do not find the assessment to be fair.  

 HEO & above only: Once the results of moderation panels are known you 

should write to your manager asking for the detailed assessment from the 

moderation panel and based upon that assessment consider whether a 

grievance should be appropriate.  
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After the final assessment: 
 

 The experiences of the previous year’s moderation process should inform you of 

issues you need to raise at the beginning of the next reporting year. Ensure that 

any issues which have arisen from your moderation assessment form a vital part 

of your management and objective-setting for the year ahead and are resolved 

at the objective-setting stage. If you do not feel that these issues have been 

resolved at the setting of the objectives for the forthcoming year you should 

lodge a grievance.  

 Any grievances you have lodged during the course of this process can be 

pursued under the dispute resolution procedure and need to be dealt with in a 

timely and effective manner by the department. Ensure that any detrimental 

treatment you feel you have received at any stage during the reporting year is 

raised with management during a grievance you have lodged.  
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Draft Grievance – Moderated Staff  

[UNIT] 
[BUILDING] 

[CITY] 
 
[DATE] 
Dear [SENIOR MANAGER], 
 
I am a member of staff working in [BUILDING], I would like to place a grievance 
against the department on the following grounds: 
 
[Delete as Appropriate]  
 

 I am launching a grievance on the basis that I have no confidence that the 10% 

performance range marking will not impact on my performance. I have not been 

told, nor has it been properly explained to me, how my performance or lack of 

performance against those objectives will feed into my overall assessment. 

 I do not agree with my draft objectives for the reporting year, which I believe are 
unfair and unachievable 
 

 I do not agree with my moderation assessment from my manager, which placed 
me in the [Achieved/Must Improve] category despite having 
[Exceeded/Achieved] my objectives for the reporting year.  
 

 I do not agree with the results of the moderation panel, which placed me in the 
[Achieved/Must Improve] category despite having [Exceeded/Achieved] my 
objectives for the reporting year.  

 

 [INSERT PARAGRAPH FOR INDIVIDUAL CIRCUMSTANCES] 
 
I submit the following documents in support of my grievance. 
 
I authorise my trade union representative [INSERT NAME] to act on my behalf 
during this process. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
[NAME] 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


